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Runtime:52 min2021 - present
Genres:Fantasy
Network:Netflix
Sweet Tooth is an American fantasy series which aired on Netflix. The series premiered on June 4, 2021.
 
 Sweet Tooth is the coming-of-age fable of Gus, a boy/deer hybrid who leaves home to find the world ravaged by a cataclysmic event. He joins a ragtag family of hybrids and humans searching to find answers behind the event…ultimately discovering a vast conspiracy that forces him to question his very existence.
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Actors
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Gus
Christian Convery
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Tommy Jepperd
Nonso Anozie
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Rebecca 'Becky' Walker / Bear
Stefania LaVie Owen
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Aimee Eden
Dania Ramirez
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Rani Singh
Aliza Vellani
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Richard Fox / Pubba
Will Forte
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Reviews (1)
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Sweet Tooth - Season 2
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Karzal
26 Jun 2023
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News (9)
[image: Sweet Tooth renewed for a third and final season]
Sweet Tooth renewed for a third and final season

Netflix's fantasy drama series Sweet Tooth is ending with its upcoming third season. The second season appeared on the streaming service last April.

 4 May 2023

[image: Series of the year election 2023 - April 2023 poll]
Series of the year election 2023 - April 2023 poll

Since 2012, MySeries has held a series of the year election every year. Every year our fantastic writers nominate ten series in fifteen categories. But every single year there is always that one category where people just aren't satisfied.

 1 May 2023

[image: Trailer available for Netflix's second season of Sweet Tooth]
Trailer available for Netflix's second season of Sweet Tooth

The recently released trailer for the second season of Sweet Tooth shows Gus battling the tyrannical Last Men while Aimee, Jepperd and Bear plot.

23 Mar 2023
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Stranger Things
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The 100
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Supernatural
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Fringe
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Breaking Bad
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Sherlock
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